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Abstract

Laser induced backside wet etching combined with the diffractive gray tone phase mask has been used for the fabrication of a micro-lens array

with a single lens diameter of 1 mm and a micro-prism in quartz. The micro-lens array was tested as beam homogenizer for high power XeCl

excimer laser yielding a clear improvement in the quality of the laser beam.

The optimum fluence range for fabrication of micro-lenses by laser induced backside wet etching using 1.4 M pyrene in THF solution and

308 nm irradiation wavelength is 1–1.6 J/cm2. The etching mechanisms of LIBWE are based on a combination of pressure and temperature jumps

at quartz–liquid interface.
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1. Introduction

Quartz is a material that exhibits a chemical and mechanical

stability and large optical transparency over a wide wavelength

range (200–2000 nm). These properties make quartz the key

material for many fields, such as optical communication, high

quality imaging system, beam wave front measurements,

multiple beam shaping and homogenizing [1]. Many of these

applications require three-dimensional optical components,

i.e., waveguides, micro-lenses, micro-prisms, or micro-mirrors.

The technology, which is used for the fabrication of optical

elements in UV transparent materials, is a combination of

lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE) [1–4]. This

technology with relatively high throughput has also some

drawbacks. First of all, several techniques (e.g., lithography,

resist reflow and RIE) must be combined and the technology is

also sensitive to the materials properties, which are etched, e.g.,

in proportional to etching of the photopolymer and quartz.
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Furthermore, etching of other UV transparent, e.g., BaF2, CaF2

or sapphire, by RIE is very difficult due to the material

properties. Furthermore, many steps are required in this

process, which must all be well controlled. An alternative

technique for direct structuring of quartz is laser writing, where

deep ultraviolet (DUV) or ultrafast (fs) lasers are applied [5–9].

This approach can be used to fabricate two-dimensional

diffractive optical elements [10] or three-dimensional struc-

tures inside the quartz [11]. These lasers are not used so far for

the generation of three-dimensional components in the quartz

surface, although the etch roughness of quartz structured by fs

or DUV lasers is low (�100 nm). An alternative technology,

which seems to be attractive for the fabrication of three-

dimensional structures in quartz and other UV transparent

materials is an indirect laser assisted etching process. The laser

light passes through the transparent material, which is in

contact with strongly absorbing media, which can be in the

form of, e.g., pyrene in different solvents (acetone, tetrahy-

drofurane (THF), cyclohexane, tetracyclohexane and toluene)

[12–25], aqueous pyranine or naphthalene [26,27], pure toluene

[18,21,28–31] and naphthalene in methyl-methacrylate

[32,33]. The etching of UV transparent materials, e.g.,

polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE), quartz, CaF2, BaF2 and sap-

phire) [12–27,29–40] by laser induced backside wet etching
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(LIBWE) using various lasers occurs due to the high

temperature and pressure jump which is created at the

material–liquid interface. This approach is applied to create

microfluidic devices [22,41] and high resolution optical

gratings with a period down to 105 nm [17,34,35]. The

combination of LIBWE with a projection of a diffractive gray

tone phase mask (DGTPM) opens a new way for fast and simple

fabrication of diffractive (Fresnel) and refractive (plano-

convex) micro-lens arrays [23,38,40] or even more complex

structures such as pyramids.

In this manuscript we focus on the application of XeCl

excimer radiation (308 nm) and 1.4 M pyrene in THF solution.

This laser and solution are selected because of the wide fluence

range in which the lowest etch roughness is obtained. This

fluence range is also applied for the fabrication of micro-optical

elements in quartz.

The mechanism of LIBWE and the application of this

method for the application of micro-lenses in quartz are

discussed in this paper. The idea of laser light modulation by

DGTPM and its projection at the quartz–liquid interface, where

also an etching occurs, is also described in this manuscript.

Finally, it will be shown, that the micro-lenses, fabricated by

LIBWE, can be applied as beam homogenizers for improving

the XeCl excimer laser beam.

2. Experimental

Three-dimensional structures in quartz are fabricated by the

LIBWE technique and the experimental system for the

projection of a DGTPM on the surface to be patterned is

shown in Fig. 1.

1.4 M pyrene in tetrahydrofurane solution was applied as

etching media. The XeCl excimer laser beam (308 nm, 30 ns

(FWHM)) passes through an attenuator plate which controls the

intensity of the laser light, followed by a round shape mask and

the DGTPM which modulates the incoming laser beam

intensity into a beam with the desired radial energy distribution

[42]. This modulated beam is imaged onto the quartz–liquid

interface, where the etching of quartz occurs. The imaging of

the beam is achieved by using an air spaced lens with a focal

length of 100 mm and a diameter of 25 mm. The distance

between the mask and lens, and between the lens and target is

set according to the Eqs. (1) and (2):

a ¼ f ðM þ 1Þ; (1)
Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the fabrication of
b ¼ f ðM þ 1Þ
M

: (2)

where a is the distance between the DGTPM and the lens, b is

the distance between the lens and the quartz plate, f is the focal

length of the lens, and M is the demagnification (a five times

demagnification is used in our experiment). The diameter of the

DGTPM is 5 mm. The round shape mask is placed at a distance

of 1 mm behind the DGTPM and is adjusted that the image of

the DGTPM fits exactly within the mask. The distance a was set

to 600 mm, while the distance b was carefully set to 120 mm in

order to get the highest resolution of the DGTPM image in

quartz. The diameter of the resulting single refractive lens was

1 mm. The arrays, which consist, e.g., of 10 � 10 lenses were

fabricated by a step and repeat technique.

3. Results and discussion

Prior to describing the fabrication and testing of micro-

optical elements, it is noteworthy to consider the LIBWE

process and possible etching mechanism.

LIBWE is a process, where etching of UV transparent

materials is induced most probably by the creation of high

temperature and pressure shocks at the very thin material–

liquid layer. The light of the UV laser passes through the UV

transparent material, and is strongly absorbed by the liquid,

which is in contact with the material. The liquid can be, for

example, a solution of pyrene molecule, which is electronically

excited by the laser light. The non-radiative relaxation of the

excited molecules results in the generation of a high

temperature jump. The temperature can reach �2000 8C
within the laser pulse [13,33]. This temperature jump causes

heating, melting or even boiling of the material surface, which

is in contact with the solution. The rapid increase in the

temperature at the quartz–liquid interface during the laser pulse

generates high pressure shock waves during an explosive

boiling of the solution, which travel toward the quartz and

solution [29,31,33,43]. The value of this pressure jump can

reach 70 MPa (700 bars) [29,31,33]. This pressure is strong

enough to remove molten material from the surface. The

pressure jump drops down within the couple of microseconds

after the laser pulse due the expansion of the shock wave in the

solution, which travels with the speed of sound through

solution. The temperature decreases rapidly due to the efficient

cooling process by the solution [33]. After rapid decay in the
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Fig. 2. The etch rate and the etch roughness as functions of the laser fluence at

308 nm by LIBWE using 1.4 M pyrene in THF solution.
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temperature and pressure jumps the bubble is formed at the

quartz–liquid interface. This bubble grows to its maximum

radius followed be the shrinkage and collapse [28,33]. The

latter process generates a second pressure jump, which is

directed towards the quartz surface. This pressure increase,

however, most probably does not influence the LIBWE process,

because the time necessary for the formation of the bubble, its

growth and collapse, is longer than 200 ms. The temperature at

the quartz–liquid interface at this time is, according to Vass

et al. [33], well below the melting point of quartz.

The basis for the fabrication of micro-optical elements is the

determination of the etch rate and roughness as fraction of the

process parameters such solution, pyrene concentration and

laser fluence. The knowledge of this data is necessary to

fabricate the micro-optical elements with the best possible

surface quality.

The etch rates of quartz by LIBWE and 1.4 M pyrene in THF

solution are shown in Fig. 2. The lowest laser fluence for which

etching can be observed with the 1.4 M pyrene in THF solution

is 0.48 J/cm2 for 308 nm irradiation. The etched areas at these

low fluences are coated with black carbon deposits that have

been also observed for a 0.4 M pyrene in acetone solution at the

low fluence range [23,40] and also for other solutions and laser
Fig. 3. Scheme of the modulation of an in
wavelengths [19]. The laser induced temperature increase at

these fluences does probably not reach the melting point of

quartz. The structuring occurs, however, after a number of laser

pulses (incubation pulses) [16,23] during which a carbon film is

formed [19,23]. This film increases the absorption of the laser

light in the layer resulting in a higher temperature increase,

which may now melt the quartz. The etch roughness at these

fluences are relatively high, as shown in Fig. 2, and a carbon

layer exists in the etched areas, which makes these laser

fluences unfavorable for the creation of micro-optical elements.

The etching mechanism at the fluences between 0.8 and

1.7 J/cm2 (which is also marked as ‘‘intermediate fluences’’ in

Fig. 2) is, as described above, dominated by melting of the

material surface and a smooth removing by the pressure waves.

Optically smooth etch areas are obtained at this fluence range.

The roughness is in the range of 5–30 nm, and almost no carbon

deposits are determined. These fluences are the most favorable

for the fabrication of the micro-optical elements in quartz.

The temperatures at fluences above 1.8 J/cm2 are high

enough to create a plasma in the solution [40]. The generation

of the plasma results probably in increase of the pressure jump.

Interaction of the plasma with quartz results in an increase in

the etch rates, but also in increase in the etch roughness which

makes this fluence range again unfavorable for our applications.

The fabrication of micro-optics in quartz is performed, as

discussed above, by a combination of LIBWE with the

projection of a DGTPM. The DGTPM consist of periodical line

structures with a various width. A typical DGTPM consists of

1000–3000 lines etched in quartz by using e-beam lithography

and RIE. The zero order transmission of the light through this

type of mask depends on the line width, line depth, and spacing

between the lines (grating pitch) and can be described by

Eq. (3) [42]:

F

F0

¼ p2 � 2wð p� wÞ
p2

�
1� cos

�
h� 2ðn� 1Þp

l

��
; (3)

where F is the laser fluence transmitted in the 0th order of the

grating, F0 is the incoming laser fluence, p (=5 mm) is the

grating pitch, h (=180 nm) is the depth of the structures, w is the

width of the lines, n (=1.5) is the index of refraction for quartz at

308 nm and l (=308 nm) is the laser wavelength.
coming laser beam using a DGTPM.



Fig. 4. Area of a micro-lens array fabricated in quartz by LIBWE.
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The depth of the structures is chosen in a way, that the

minimum fluence, which is transmitted through the grating, is

F = 1 J/cm2, for an incoming laser fluence F0 = 1.6 J/cm2. The

line width for this minimum is w = 2.5 mm. The fluence,
Fig. 5. XeCl excimer laser beam profile transferred by ablation into polyimide (A)
transmitted through the grating, increases continuously with the

decrease of the line width. The maximum fluence, which is

transmitted by this grating in the 0th order, is 1.6 J/cm2. The

grating is therefore designed to utilize only the fluences from the

‘‘intermediate’’ fluence range, where the lowest etch roughness is

obtained. The structures of the DGTPM with various line widths

allow us also to modulate the incoming light into spherical shape

symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The laser intensity, which is

modulated by the mask, is imaged on the backside of the quartz,

where the etching occurs. An array of, e.g., 10 � 10 micro-lenses

in quartz (shown in Fig. 4) can be fabricated by a step and repeat

process. Each lens has a diameter of 1 mm with a focal length of

60 mm and is fabricated by using 200 laser pulses with a

repetition rate of 9 Hz, yielding a total fabrication time of the lens

array of 40 min. The machining time is limited by our laser

system, but not by the method itself. The application of high

repetition lasers extends LIBWE method and may drastically

shorten the machining time, as was already demonstrated by

Niino et al. [44]. The micro-lens array can be applied as beam

homogenizers, for e.g., the XeCl excimer laser beam. The

concept of beam homogenizing with a micro-lens array is based

on the splitting of the laser beam into many beamlets, which are

directed onto the target by a single lens. The intensity of each

beamlet is distributed over the complete area at the focal plane of
with and (B) without the beam homogenizer with the corresponding line scans.



Fig. 6. Image of micro-prism etched in quartz by (A) LIBWE and (B) the corresponding line scan.
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the collecting (field) lens resulting in an equivalent energy

distribution over the area [45]. An incoming laser beam with an

uneven intensity distribution is therefore converted into a beam

with a homogenous energy distribution. At the first thought it

appears that an increase of number of micro-lenses in the array

should result in a better homogenizing of the beam. A high

number of micro-lenses can be achieved most easily by reducing

the diameter of the lenses. This approach has, however, a serious

drawback: an increase in the number of micro-lenses with

smaller diameter results in creation of periodically spaced

patterns in the homogenized laser beam profile. This is due to the

splitting of the incoming beam with a relative high degree of

coherence into many beamlets. The beamlets, which are slightly

different in phase due to imperfections of the micro-lenses and

diffraction through the micro-lens pupil, will interfere with each

other at their superposition plane, which is the focal plane of the

collecting lens (and also coincidences with the homogenizing

plane) [38,46]. The period of these patterns will decrease with an

increase of the micro-lenses diameter. We fabricated therefore a

homogenizer with an array of micro-lenses with a diameter of

each lens of 1 mm.

The beam homogenizer based on the micro-lens array

fabricated by LIBWE consists of a single micro-lens array and a

collecting lens was tested for improving the quality of excimer

lasers beams. The inhomogeneous part of the XeCl excimer

laser beam is selected with the mask in order to test our beam

homogenizer. The beam profile of the XeCl excimer laser with

and without homogenizer is transferred into polyimide by

ablation (shown in Fig. 5). This approach has been chosen

because the ablation quality and structures are closely related

and are very sensitive to the energy distribution of the beam.

The homogenized XeCl excimer laser beam profile reveals a

more homogenous intensity distribution and has a round shape

(shown in Fig. 5B) compared to the structures obtained without

homogenizer (shown in Fig. 5A). The beam homogenizer

creates not only the homogeneous energy distribution at the

focal plane of the collecting lens but also round shape of the

beam. This shows that LIBWE and the projection of DGTPM

can be used for the fabrication of high quality micro-lens

arrays, which can be applied as beam homogenizers for high

power lasers. Even better results of homogenization have been

obtained (not shown) when two lens arrays have been applied.
The combination of DGTPM’s with LIBWE opens

additionally a new exciting way to fabricate complex three-

dimensional structures, such as micro-prisms in quartz, which

are difficult to fabricate with other techniques, e.g., with melt-

reflow. The first example of such structures in quartz and a

corresponding line scan is shown in Fig. 6.

The design for this structure has not yet been optimized,

which is the origin for the high etch roughness of the structure.

Anyhow, this is the first example of the potential of this

technique in the fabrication of structures with complex

geometries, e.g., lenses, prisms, etc., which are very difficult

to create by other techniques.

4. Conclusion

Laser induced backside wet etching is a one-step etching

process for UV transparent materials, with three different

fluence dependent etching mechanisms. The mechanism at the

low laser fluences is based on the combination of carbon

formation and shock wave pressure, resulting in a high etch

roughness. Surface melting and a pressure jump are important

for the etching process at intermediate laser fluences, which

yields the lowest etch roughness. Boiling of material surface,

plasma formation in solution and high pressure waves are the

origins for material remove with higher etch roughness at high

laser fluences. The fabrication of three-dimensional optical

components (micro-lens arrays and micro-prism) is achieved by

the combination of LIBWE with projection of the DGTPM

using the intermediate fluence range. The simple combination

of micro-lens arrays with a single lens can be applied as beam

homogenizer for the XeCl excimer laser.
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